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Book: the Radiant Way 4th Step 

Story: Alice in Wonderland  (pg: 20-27) 

A. Write the meaning of the following words:  
1) heap= 
2) reach= 
3) passage= 

 
B. Fill in the blanks with appropriate words:  

1) Alice_____ down, and saw a __________. 
2) Rabbit ran into a ______ under an ____ tree. 
 

C. Answer the questions in short ( S/Q/A):  
1) Who laid on the grass under the tree? 
2) What colour key did Alice see? 

 
D. Answer the following question ( Q/A):  

1) How did Alice grow �ny?  
 

E. Tick the correct answer ( T/C):  
1) Alice was (playing/dreaming). 
2) Alice saw a (golden/silver) key on the glass table. 
3) Alice saw a (glass/wooden) box under the table. 

 
F. Re –arrange the following sentences (R/A):  

1) saw a bo�le, was printed, on which, Alice, “ drink me “ 
2) through, could run, the tunnel, Alice 

 
G. Learn the underlined spelling from the story ‘Alice in Wonderland ‘.  

  
 
BBEESSTT   OOFF  LLUUCCKK  



 

R.Way 4th Step 

‘The Pied Piper’ 

 

A. Word Meaning: 

1. pied - 

2. queer - 

3. church - 

4. flaxen - 

5. dive - 

B. Write ‘true’ or ‘false’: 

1. Hamelin was over-run with mice.  

2. People rang the temple bell. 

3. The Piper asked for one thousand pieces of gold. 

4. The rats were drowned in the river. 

5. A blind boy was left behind. 

C. Fill in the blanks: 

1. Hamelin was across the ________ sea. 

2. The rats used to ________ the cats. 

3. The people came to the __________ ___________. 

4.  The Piper was wearing a __________ _________ coat. 

5. Only one ________ managed to save itself. 

6. The wonderful _______ drew the children from their __________. 

7. The _______ and the ______ were lost forever. 
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